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In many practical problems coefficients of PDEs are changing across many
spatial or temporal scales, whereas we might be interested in the behavior of
the solution only on some relatively coarse scale. We approach the problem of
capturing the influence of fine scales on the behavior of the solution on a
coarse scale using the multiresolution strategy. Considering adjacent scales of
a multiresolution analysis, we explicitly eliminate variables associated with the
finer scale, which leaves us with a coarse-scale equation. We use the term
reduction to designate a recursive application of this procedure over a finite
number of scales.

We present a multiresolution strategy for reduction of self-adjoint, strictly
elliptic operators in one and two dimensions. It is known that the non-standard
form for a wide class of operators has fast off-diagonal decay and the rate of
decay is controlled by the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet. We
prove that the reduction procedure preserves the rate of decay over any finite
number of scales and therefore results in sparse matrices for computational pur-
poses. Furthermore, the reduction procedure approximately preserves small eigen-
values of self-adjoint, strictly elliptic operators. We also introduce a modified
reduction procedure which preserves the small eigenvalues with greater accuracy
than the standard reduction procedure and obtain estimates for the perturbation
of those eigenvalues. Finally, we discuss potential extensions of the reduction
procedure to parabolic and hyperbolic problems. q 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

Coefficients of partial differential equations are often changing across many spatial
or temporal scales, whereas we might be interested in the behavior of the solution
only on some relatively coarse scale. In such a case one would like to find a set of
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130 BEYLKIN AND COULT

equations on a coarse scale that reproduces the solution on that scale. The difficulty,
of course, is that such a solution is influenced by the finer scale behavior of the
coefficients. Capturing the influence of fine scales (exactly or approximately) on the
behavior of the solution on the coarse scale is the problem generally known as that
of homogenization (although particular formulations may be rather different) .

Typically such problems were addressed by using asymptotic methods or weak
limits; see for example, [2, 7, 15, 22, 27, and references therein] . The basic limitation
of these methods is that they require the fine scale behavior to be fairly well separated
from the behavior on the coarser scales, so that small parameters may be found in the
problem. Recently, a multiresolution strategy for homogenization has been proposed in
[4] . Using the notion of multiresolution analysis (MRA), we consider the transition
between two adjacent scales explicitly. Namely, one obtains an equation for the projec-
tion of the solution on the coarser scale. This procedure (the so-called reduction) may
then be repeated over many scales and thus does not require the small parameter
assumptions typical for asymptotic methods.

The basic step of the reduction involves computing a Schur complement. (The use
of the Schur complement in multilevel methods is not new and plays a role in algebraic
multigrid and domain decomposition methods (see, e.g., [8, 25]). Steinberg and McCoy
in [26] use the Schur complement for multiresolution effective medium computations.
Additionally, Knapek in [19] has used the Schur complement for a multigrid-based
homogenization technique.) Two problems have to be addressed in order for the multires-
olution strategy for homogenization to be a practical method. First, the transition between
the two scales has to be computationally efficient. However, simply truncating the
matrices as has been suggested in some of the references mentioned above is not
satisfactory since there is no control of the quality of the approximation. Second, the
form of equations has to be preserved so that one can use the reduction step in a
recursive manner. By the ‘‘form of the equations’’ we understand either algebraic form
or some alternative algebraic structure. The only requirement is that it may be used
recursively. The meaning of this remark will become clear below.

In [4] the multiresolution strategy for reduction and homogenization has been
applied to a system of linear ordinary differential equations. It is observed in [4] that
the transition between two consecutive scales may be achieved by eliminating variables
locally and that a certain algebraic form of the equations is preserved, thus permitting
a multiscale reduction.

Gilbert in [11] has applied the approach in [4] to a system of two ordinary differen-
tial equations equivalent to the one-dimensional elliptic problem. It turns out that
in this case one reproduces with some modifications the classical results for the
homogenization problem, thus establishing a connection between the multiresolution
strategy and the classical approach to homogenization. Dorobantu in [10] also applies
the technique of MRA homogenization to the one-dimensional elliptic problem, but
in a different manner than in [11]. Nevertheless, Dorobantu also derives results related
to the classical homogenization theory. In both Gilbert’s and Dorobantu’s consider-
ation, the Haar basis is used.

In this paper we further develop the multiresolution strategy for reduction of elliptic
partial differential equations. One of the important points of our approach is the use
of high-order wavelets (or MRA associated with such wavelets) rather than the Haar
basis. There are two compelling reasons for using high-order wavelets in elliptic
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131ELLIPTIC PDEs AND EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS

problems. First, the use of high-order wavelets permits us to develop efficient numeri-
cal methods for the reduction procedure. Second, we demonstrate that if the MRA is
chosen correctly for a given problem, then the small eigenvalues of the reduced
operators differ only slightly from those of the original operator. In particular, correctly
here means that the basis must have a sufficient number of vanishing moments. As
a result, we obtain a method for constructing a low-dimensional approximation to
a multiscale elliptic problem such that this approximation accounts for both small
eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors. Computing these quantities is desir-
able in many applications, e.g., computational chemistry, although we do not address
such problems here.

A model equation that we consider is of the form

0Çr(a(x)Ç) Å f (x) (1.1)

with periodic boundary conditions. However, our method is applicable to other boundary
conditions as well, in which case the wavelet basis has to satisfy the boundary conditions.
For the eigenvalue problem we also assume that the ratio max a(x)/min a(x) is moderate
in size over the domain.

We are not familiar with prior numerical algorithms of the type presented in this
paper. Although similar goals have been sought by multigrid methods (see [6, 19–
21]) , the approach and the results of this paper appear to be different. Papers on
classical homogenization of elliptic eigenvalue problems (see, e.g., [17, 18]) also
yield a different type of results.

We start in Section 2 by introducing notation and briefly reviewing related results
on homogenization of elliptic equations. In Section 3 we address the problem of the
multiresolution reduction for elliptic equations using high-order wavelets. We prove
that the rate of the off-diagonal decay of the blocks of the reduced operator is preserved
and is the same as that of the blocks of the non-standard form. Thus, the reduced
operator is compressible in wavelet bases and, for a given accuracy, the sparsity is
controlled by the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet basis. We demonstrate
that the spectral bounds for the reduced operator on all scales are the same as those
for the original operator. We obtain estimates for small eigenvalues which show that
the reduced operator is better at preserving them than the projection of the original
operator on the corresponding scale. We also introduce a modified reduction procedure
to improve the accuracy of preservation of small eigenvalues. Finally, in Section 4
we present results of our numerical experiments.

2. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

2.1. Notation

In this section we set our notation and give a brief description of the concept of
multiresolution analysis and wavelets. For the details we refer to, e.g., [9] . As usual,
we consider a chain of subspaces

rrr , V2 , V1 , V0 , V01 , V02 , rrr

such that

>
j

Vj Å {0} and <
j

Vj Å L 2(R d) .
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132 BEYLKIN AND COULT

If d Å 1, the subspace Vj is spanned by an orthonormal basis {f j
k (x) Å 20j /2f(20j x

0 k)}k√Z . The function f is the so-called scaling function and satisfies the two-scale
difference equation f(x /2) Å (

k
hkf(x 0 k) .

We denote by Wj the orthogonal complement of Vj in Vj01 , Vj01 Å Vj ! Wj and
use Pj and Qj to denote the projection operators onto Vj and Wj . If x √ Vj , we write
sx Å Pj/1x and dx Å Qj/1x , where sx √ Vj/1 and dx √ Wj/1 .

If d Å 1, then the subspace Wj is spanned by an orthonormal basis {c j
k (x) Å

20j /2c(20j x 0 k)}k√Z . The function c is the so-called wavelet and may be computed
using the scaling function f via c(x /2) Å (

k
gkf(x 0 k) . If d ¢ 2, then the

basis in the subspace Wj may be constructed using products of wavelets and scaling
functions. For example, if d Å 2, then functions {c j

k (x)c j
k =(y) , f j

k (x)c j
k =(y) ,

c j
k (x)f j

k =(y) ,}k ,k =√Z form an orthonormal basis of Wj .
Given a bounded linear operator S on L 2(R d) , let us consider its projection Sj on

Vj , Sj Å PjSPj . Since Vj is a subspace spanned by translations of f j , we may represent
the operator Sj as a (possibly infinite) matrix in that basis. With a slight abuse of
notation, we will use the same symbol Sj to represent both the operator and its matrix.
Since Vj Å Vj/1 ! Wj/1 , we may also write Sj : Vj r Vj in a block form

Sj Å SASj
BSj

CSj
TSj

D : Vj/1 ! Wj/1 r Vj/1 ! Wj/1 , (2.1)

where

ASj
Å Qj/1SjQj/1 ,

BSj
Å Qj/1SjPj/1 ,

CSj
Å Pj/1SjQj/1 ,

TSj
Å Pj/1SjPj/1 . (2.2)

We note that TSj
Å Sj/1 . Each of the operators in (2.2) may be considered as a matrix.

We note, however, that in the matrix form the transition from Sj in (2.1) to

SASj
BSj

CSj
TSj

D requires application of the wavelet transform. We will use the operator

notation throughout this paper and comment, if necessary, on the required numerical
computations. For example, if d Å 1 and Sj is finite and of size N by N , then each
operator block in (2.2) is of size N /2 by N /2.

The operators (and their matrix representations) in (2.2) are referred to as the A ,
B , C , and T blocks of Sj . Also, for an operator Z , we use the notation AZ , BZ , CZ ,
and TZ to indicate its blocks.

2.2. The Reduction Procedure

The multiresolution strategy for the reduction and homogenization of linear prob-
lems has been proposed in [4] . Let us briefly review here the reduction procedure
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(in its general form). Consider a bounded linear operator Sj : Vj r Vj together with
an equation

Sj x Å f , (2.3)

which we may write as

SASj
BSj

CSj
TSj

DS dx

sx
D Å S df

sf
D . (2.4)

Formally eliminating dx from (2.4) by substituting dx Å A01
Sj

(df 0 BSj
sx) gives us

(TSj
0 CSj

A01
Sj

BSj
)sx Å sf 0 CSj

A01
Sj

df . (2.5)

We call (2.5) the reduced equation and the operator

RSj
Å TSj

0 CSj
A01

Sj
BSj

(2.6)

the one-step reduction of the operator Sj . The right-hand side of (2.6) is also known

as the Schur complement of the block matrix SASj
BSj

CSj
TSj

D .

Note that the solution sx of the reduced equation is exactly Pj/1x , the projection of
the solution of the original equation in Vj/1 . The solution of the reduced equation is
the same on the subspace Vj/1 as the solution of the original equation (2.3) . Once
we have obtained the reduced equation, it may be reduced again to produce an equation
on Vj/2 , and the solution of this equation is the same on Vj/2 as the solution of (2.3) .
Likewise, we may reduce n times to produce an equation on Vj/n the solution of
which is the projection of the solution of (2.3) on Vj/n .

We note that in the finite-dimensional case, the reduced equation (2.5) has half as
many unknowns as the original equation (2.3) . Reduction therefore preserves the
coarse-scale behavior of solutions while reducing the number of unknowns.

2.3. Reduction and Homogenization

As described in the previous section, reduction is an algebraic procedure carried
out on matrices over a finite number of scales. It relies on the explicit hierarchy of
scales provided by the MRA to algebraically eliminate the fine-scale variables, leaving
only the coarse-scale variables.

For partial differential equations, the term homogenization refers typically to the
process of finding ‘‘effective’’ coefficients. For example, given the partial differential
equation

0Çr(a(x)Çu(x)) Å f (x) , (2.7)

with coefficients a(x) which are highly oscillatory, the goal of homogenization is to
find less oscillatory (or even constant) coefficients ah(x) such that the solution of the
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134 BEYLKIN AND COULT

original partial differential equation (2.7) has the same average or coarse-scale behavior
as the solution of the partial differential equation with coefficients given by ah(x).

The approach of classical homogenization is to consider the family of equations

0Çr(a(x /e)Çu e(x)) Å f (x) , (2.8)

where the function a(x) is periodic. Clearly, as e r 0, the coefficients a(x) become
more and more oscillatory. This implies that the coefficients change on a scale that
is asymptotically fine relative to the fixed coarse scale of the solution. The problem
is to find an equation of the form (2.7) which has the weak limit u 0 of u e as its
solution. The coefficients of this equation are taken to be the effective coefficients of
the family of equations given by (2.7) . Such formulations of homogenization problems
are discussed in detail in, e.g., [2] and references therein.

Multiresolution homogenization as defined in [4] is, like classical homogenization,
a limit process. It finds the effective coefficients of ODEs by (i) computing recurrence
relations of the coefficients over one scale of reduction, ( ii ) finding the limit of the
coefficients over infinitely many scales, and (iii ) identifying an equation with smooth
or constant coefficients such that reduction over infinitely many scales results in the
same equation as the limit from (ii) . This procedure does not assume asymptotic
separation of fine and coarse scales.

In this paper we use the term homogenization to refer to a limit procedure. In
classical homogenization, the fine scale is associated with a small parameter, and the
limit is considered as this small parameter goes to zero. Multiresolution homogeniza-
tion considers a limit over infinitely many scales. We use the term reduction to refer
to an explicit transition between neighboring scales and in this paper study it over
finitely many scales. We permit the coefficients to vary on intermediate scales.

The reduction procedure when applied to partial differential equations presents
several interesting problems. First let us briefly describe some important points about
the reduction procedure for ODEs. It is observed in [4] that, for systems of linear
ordinary differential equations, using the Haar basis (and also multiwavelets with
disjoint supports; see [1]) provides a technical advantage. Since the functions of the
Haar basis on a fixed scale do not have overlapping supports, the recurrence relations
for the coefficients and forcing terms in the equation may be written as local relations
and solved explicitly. Thus for systems of ODEs, an explicit reduction and homogeni-
zation procedure is possible. Gilbert [11] has demonstrated the reduction and homoge-
nization of [4] applied to the one-dimensional version of (2.7) and has established a
connection to classical homogenization results (see, e.g., [2, 15]) . Dorobantu [10]
has also connected multiresolution homogenization with classical homogenization in
the one-dimensional case.

The situation for partial differential equations is more complicated. Indeed, when
the reduction procedure is applied to partial differential equations of the form, e.g.,
(2.7) , the recurrence relations for the reduced operators do not appear to be locally
solvable. Therefore, unlike the homogenization and reduction procedure outlined in
[4] for ODEs, there does not seem to be an explicit local recurrence relation for the
coefficients of the partial differential equation. Since such a recurrence does not appear
feasible even with the Haar basis, one might as well consider the general scheme
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135ELLIPTIC PDEs AND EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS

outlined in [4] , where high-order wavelets are used. We show in fact that there are
compelling reasons for the use of such wavelets.

In particular, although discretizations of partial differential equations typically yield
banded matrices, the matrix A01

Sj
in the reduction procedure appears in general to be

dense, and therefore the reduced operator RSj
appears to be dense after only one step

of reduction. A dense matrix is characteristic of the discretization of an integral
equation, and thus (naively) it appears that the reduction procedure results in an
integral equation even if the original equation is a partial differential equation. We
demonstrate, however, that for a wide class of operators the non-locality introduced
by the Schur complement is weak in the sense that the matrix CSj

A01
Sj

BSj
is well-

approximated by a banded matrix. Our approach is novel in this regard; in, e.g., [19],
either the matrix corresponding to A01

Sj
is approximated by a diagonal matrix or a

directional preference is introduced into the discretization so that locality may be
achieved. The quality of the approximation of CSj

A01
Sj

BSj
by a banded matrix depends

on the rate of decay away from the diagonal of the elements of this matrix. We show
that this rate of decay can be controlled by the choice of basis, in particular the number
of vanishing moments of the wavelet basis. In general, it does not appear that the
banded matrices (which result from reduction applied to discretizations of partial
differential equations) themselves can be easily identified with a partial differential
equation. However, the fact that the matrices are banded (up to finite but arbitrary
precision) in the wavelet basis indicates that the class of pseudo-differential operators
appears to be the correct class of operators to consider (rather than purely differential
operators) .

The use of high-order wavelets in the reduction procedure also has important impli-
cations for the eigenvalue problem. We show that reduction approximately preserves
small eigenvalues of elliptic operators, and the accuracy of this approximation depends
on the order of the wavelets.

3. MULTIRESOLUTION REDUCTION OF ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
USING HIGH-ORDER WAVELETS

The use of high-order wavelets to perform multiresolution reduction is desirable
for two distinct reasons which we will explore in this section, namely, the sparsity of
reduced operators and the preservation of small eigenvalues.

We show that under the reduction procedure the rate of the off-diagonal decay of
the A , B , and C blocks of the reduced operators remains the same. Also, the spectral
bounds are preserved as well as (approximately) small eigenvalues and the correspond-
ing eigenvectors. We introduce a modified reduction procedure which better approxi-
mates the small eigenvalues. The accuracy of the approximation of small eigenvalues
as well as the number of eigenvalues which are preserved with a given accuracy
strongly depends on the order of wavelets (and some other properties of the basis) .

The approximation of small eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors has
some important implications for the numerical solution of hyperbolic and parabolic
PDEs, and we make some observations on this topic.

We briefly consider computational issues since in (2.5) computing the matrix
A01

Sj
may appear to present some computational difficulty. Using an algorithm from

[12], we may compute the operator RSj
without computing A01

Sj
directly.
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136 BEYLKIN AND COULT

3.1. Preservation of Ellipticity

An important observation made in [10] is that the reduction procedure preserves
the lower bound in the estimate of ellipticity. The proof is very simple and we present
a slightly more general result here, using some relations from [24]. This result is
well-known in the field of domain-decomposition methods, where the Schur comple-
ment plays a prominent role.

THEOREM 3.1 (Preservation of spectral bounds) . Let Sj be a self-adjoint positive-
definite operator on Vj ,

m\x\ 2 ° (Sj x , x) ° M\x\ 2 , (3.1)

for all x √ Vj , where 0 õ m ° M.
Then

RSj
Å R*Sj

, (3.2)

and

m\x\ 2 ° (RSj
x , x) ° M\x\ 2 , (3.3)

for all x √ Vj/1 .
Proof. Note that using (2.2) we can write

CSj
Å Pj/1SjQj/1 Å (Qj/1SjPj/1)* Å B*Sj

, (3.4)

TSj
Å Pj/1SjPj/1 Å (Pj/1SjPj/1)* Å T*Sj

, (3.5)

and

ASj
Å Qj/1SjQj/1 Å (Qj/1SjQj/1)* Å A*Sj

. (3.6)

Therefore, we have

R*Sj
Å T*Sj

0 (B*Sj
A01

Sj
BSj

)* Å TSj
0 B*Sj

A01
Sj

BSj
Å RSj

. (3.7)

Since Sj is positive definite, so is SASj
BSj

B*Sj
TSj

D and thus it follows that ASj
is positive

definite and A01
Sj

exists. Let us consider the operator

Z Å S I 0A01
Sj

BSj

0 I
D .

Then we have

Z *SASj
BSj

B*Sj
TSj

DZ Å SASj
0

0 RSj

D ,
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and

(RSj
x , x) Å SZ *SASj

BSj

B*Sj
TSj

DZ S0

xD , S0

xDD .

For the lower bound we obtain

(RSj
x , x)

Å SSASj
BSj

B*Sj
TSj

DZ S0

xD , Z S0

xDD ¢ m( \A01
Sj

BSj
x\ 2 / \x\ 2) ¢ m\x\ 2 . (3.8)

To estimate the upper bound, we use RSj
/ B*Sj

A01
Sj

BSj
Å TSj

and positive definiteness
of A01

Sj
to obtain

(RSj
x , x) ° (TSj

x , x) .

Since SASj
BSj

B*Sj
TSj

D satisfies the same spectral bounds as Sj , we have

(TSj
x , x) ° M\x\ 2 .

This completes the proof. We note that since we have made no assumptions (other
than orthogonality) about the multiresolution analysis, the properties (3.3) and (3.2)
do not depend on dimension or the choice of wavelet basis.

The ellipticity estimate of (3.3) raises the important question of whether it is
possible (and under which conditions) to have exactly or approximately the lower
eigenvalues of Sj as eigenvalues of RSj

. We will consider these questions in Section
3.4 below.

3.2. Rate of Off-Diagonal Decay and Sparsity of Reduced Operators

In this section we show that the reduction scheme preserves the rate of the off-
diagonal decay in the A , B , and C blocks of the reduced operator at all scales. This
rate is affected by the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet function.

As was shown in [3], the elliptic operators considered in this paper (and their
Green’s functions) are compressible in wavelet bases. Let us represent the operators
Aj , Bj , Cj , Tj by the matrices a j , b j , g j , s j , where

a j
k ,k = Å * * K(x , y)cj,k(x)cj,k =(y)dxdy , (3.9a)

b j
k ,k = Å * * K(x , y)cj,k(x)fj,k =(y)dxdy , (3.9b)

g j
k ,k = Å * * K(x , y)fj,k(x)cj,k =(y)dxdy , (3.9c)
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138 BEYLKIN AND COULT

s j
k ,k = Å * * K(x , y)fj,k(x)fj,k =(y)dxdy , (3.9d)

and K(x , y) is the kernel of a Calderón–Zygmund or a pseudo-differential operator
T . We assume that K satisfies the conditions

ÉK(x , y)É ° 1
Éx 0 yÉ

, (3.10)

ÉÌM
x K(x , y)É / ÉÌM

y K(x , y)É ° C0

Éx 0 yÉ1/M
. (3.11)

We also assume that the kernel K defines a bounded operator on L 2 or satisfies a
substantially weaker condition (the so-called ‘‘weak cancellation condition’’) ,

Z*
I1I

K(x , y)dxdyZ ° CÉIÉ, (3.12)

for all dyadic intervals I . Under these conditions we have (see [3])

THEOREM 3.2. If the wavelet basis has M vanishing moments, then for any kernel
K satisfying the conditions (3.10) , (3.11) , and (3.12) the matrices a j , b j , g j satisfy
the estimate

Éa j
k ,lÉ / Éb j

k ,lÉ / Ég j
k ,lÉ ° C j

M(1 / Ék 0 lÉ)0M01 , (3.13)

for all integers k, l.

This theorem has a straightforward higher-dimensional analogue.
Bi-infinite matrices {mkl }k ,l√Z which satisfy estimates of the form (3.13) fit into

the more general class of matrices which decay away from the diagonal according to
the estimate

ÉmklÉ õ C(1 / Ék 0 lÉ)0r , (3.14)

where rú 1 is a parameter and C is a constant. The following elegant theorem dealing
with the algebra of invertible matrices {mkl }k ,l√Z has been communicated to us by
Ph. Tchamitchian. This theorem is an enhancement of the result presented in [28]
(following [13]) .

THEOREM 3.3. If the matrix {mkl }k ,l√Z is invertible on l 2 , then

Ém01
k ,l É õ C *(1 / Ék 0 lÉ)0r . (3.15)

In other words, invertible matrices {mkl }k ,l√Z satisfying (3.14) form an algebra.
The proof uses relations between commutators of an unbounded operator X on l 2

defined by X ( yk) Å {kyk} and operators M Å {mk ,l }k ,l√Z and M01 Å {m01
k ,l }k ,l√Z ; it

is quite elaborate and we refer to [28] for details.
A two-dimensional analogue of Theorem 3.3 has been proved by the authors. The
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basic technique of the proof is the same as that of Tchamitchian in [28]. To indicate
that the results of this paper are valid in higher dimensions, we state the two-dimen-
sional version of Theorem 3.3 without proof:

THEOREM 3.4. If a matrix {mk ,k =,l ,l =}k ,k =,l ,l =√Z satisfies

Émk ,k =,l ,l =É õ C(1 / Ék 0 k *É / Él 0 l *É)020a (3.16)

(where a √ Z , a ¢ 2) and if the matrix is invertible on l2 , then

Ém01
k ,k =,l ,l =É õ C 9(1 / Ék 0 k *É / Él 0 l *É)020a . (3.17)

Matrices which satisfy (3.16) also form an algebra under multiplication.
We use Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 to show that at all stages of the reduction procedure

in both one and two dimensions the matrices representing the A , B , and C blocks of
the reduced operators (2.6) satisfy the same off-diagonal decay estimate (3.13) as
the blocks of the non-standard form in Theorem 3.2 and its two-dimensional analogue.
In other words, the reduction procedure preserves sparsity for a wide class of elliptic
operators. In this sense the form (or structure) is preserved under the reduction
procedure, which allows us to apply it over a finite number of scales. The following
theorem applies to the one-dimensional case, but analagous results for two dimensions
can be proved using Theorem 3.4.

THEOREM 3.5 (Preservation of structure over finitely many scales) . Let us assume
that the operator S and the wavelet basis satisfy conditions of Theorem 3.2 and, in
addition, S is a self-adjoint, strictly elliptic operator. Let Rj be the reduced operator
on some scale j, where reduction started at some scale n, n ° j, n, j √ Z , and let
ARj

, BRj
, and CRj

be its blocks. Then the bi-infinite matrices a r , j , b r , j , and g r , j

representing these blocks satisfy

Éa r , j
k ,l É / Éb r , j

k ,l É / Ég r , j
k ,l É ° Cn , j

M (1 / Ék 0 lÉ)0M01 , (3.18)

for all integers k, l.
Proof. Our starting point is the operator Sn and its blocks, ASn

, BSn
, CSn

, and
TSn

Å Sn/1 .

Matrices representing these blocks satisfy the estimate of Theorem 3.2. Since Sn is
positive definite, so is ASn

(see Section 3.1) , and thus A01
Sn

exists and, according to
Theorem 3.3, satisfies the estimate in (3.13). Since BSn

and CSn
satisfy the same

estimate (3.13), the product CSn
A01

Sn
BSn

satisfies it as well. The reduced operator
Rn/1 ,

Rn/1 Å RSn
Å TSn

0 CSn
A01

Sn
BSn

, (3.19)

consists of the difference of two terms,

Rn/1 Å Sn/1 0 Fn/1 , (3.20)

where

Fn/1 Å CSn
A01

Sn
BSn

. (3.21)
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The operator Sn/1 is the projection on the scale n / 1 of the operator T and the
operator Fn/1 has fast decay and satisfies the estimate (3.13). The blocks ARn/1

,
BRn/1

, CRn/1
, and TRn/1

of the operator Rn/1 may be written as a difference of the
corresponding blocks of these two terms. Theorem 3.2 guarantees that the contribution
from Sn/1 has the proper decay. On the other hand, the contributions from Fn/1 have
at least the same rate of decay as Fn/1 itself since the blocks are obtained by a wavelet
transform.

We prove Theorem 3.5 by induction assuming that on some scale j we have

Rj Å Sj 0 Fj , (3.22)

where Sj is the projection on the scale j of the kernel K and Fj satisfies the estimate
in (3.13). The induction step is a repeat of the considerations above with the additional
use of Theorem 3.1 (preservation of spectral bounds) in order to assure the invertibility
of the ARj

block.
Remark 1. We require S to be a self-adjoint, strictly elliptic operator to assure

existence of the inverses of the A-blocks of the non-standard form. Clearly, there are
wider classes of operators for which these inverses exist but we do not pursue this
question here.

Remark 2. There are (narrower) classes of operators for which the rate of the off-
diagonal decay is faster than that in Theorems 3.2 and 3.5. For example, if we consider
strictly elliptic pseudo-differential operators of order n with symbols satisfying

ÉÌa
j Ìb

x s(x , j)É ° C(a, b)ÉjÉn0ÉaÉ/ÉbÉ ,

then the rate of the off-diagonal decay is faster than that in (3.13), namely (using a
wavelet basis with all vanishing moments) ,

Éa j
k ,lÉ / Éb j

k ,lÉ / Ég j
k ,lÉ ° Cm2 n j(1 / Ék 0 lÉ)0m , (3.23)

for all integer k , l , and m . Since matrices {mkl }k ,l√Z which are invertible on l 2 and
which satisfy for all integer m the inequality

Ém01
k ,l É õ CH m(1 / Ék 0 lÉ)0m (3.24)

form an algebra (see [28]) , we may repeat the above considerations to prove a version
of Theorem 3.5 with the decay condition replaced by a decay condition of the form
of (3.24).

Remark 3. It is clear that Theorem 3.5 may be viewed as a combination of the
results of Tchamitchian [28] and Beylkin et al. [3] . We conjecture that (for a narrower
class of operators) this theorem can be extended to reduction over an infinite number
of scales, thus showing that the constant Cn , j

M does not depend on n 0 j . Such an
extension requires more precise estimates to replace (3.15) and (3.17). In particular,
in both estimates the constants on the right-hand side need to be bounded more
precisely; currently they are merely shown to be finite.
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3.3. A Fast Method for Computing the Reduced Operator

In practical application of the reduction procedure (2.5) one of the critical issues
is the cost of computing the reduced operator (2.6) . The sparsity of the operators
involved in the reduction is assured by Theorem 3.5. However, one still needs an
algorithm for computing the reduced operator.

It turns out that a multiresolution LU decomposition algorithm may be used to
obtain the reduced operator [12]. The multiresolution LU decomposition is performed
with respect to the product of non-standard forms rather than the ordinary matrix
product. It has complexity O(N) for a fixed relative error e and provides a direct
solver for linear systems written using the non-standard form.

The algorithm in [12] provides an alternative to the computation of A01
Sj

by noting
that the decomposition of

SASj
BSj

CSj
TSj

D Å SAO Sj
0

CO Sj
TO Sj

DSAH Sj
BH Sj

0 TH Sj

D (3.25)

implies that

RSj
Å TSj

0 CO Sj
BH Sj

. (3.26)

In the one-dimensional case, if ASj
is banded with bandwidth m , then its LU factors

will also be banded with bandwidth m , and thus they may be computed in O(Nm2) .
If BSj

is also banded with this same bandwidth, then we may solve for BH Sj
in O(Nm2) ;

likewise for CO Sj
. For fixed relative accuracy e (and hence fixed bandwidth m) this

leads directly to the O(N) procedure for computing RSj
via the sparse incomplete

block LU decomposition given by (3.26).
The two-dimensional case is more complicated. Each of the blocks on the left-hand

side of (3.26) will in general exhibit a multibanded structure. Thus, one may expect
the LU factors of ASj

to fill in between the bands. Indeed, this is the case, but the
fill-in which occurs is observed in practice to be fill-in with rapid decay, so that
truncating to a given accuracy as we compute the LU factors results in a fast method
for computing the reduction (as in the one-dimensional case) .

There are many details involved in the description of the multiresolution LU decom-
position, and we refer to [12] for a full treatment of them. We note finally that due
to this algorithm the reduction procedure requires O(N) operations.

3.4. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of the Reduced Operators

In this section we further investigate the relations between the spectra of the opera-
tors Sj and RSj

. In Section 3.1 we established relations between the spectral bounds
of these operators and in this section we consider relations between the small eigenval-
ues and corresponding eigenvectors of the operators Sj and RSj

.
We will consider self-adjoint elliptic operators with compact inverses; this class

includes variable-coefficient elliptic operators. For such an operator S , the spectrum
consists of isolated eigenvalues with finite multiplicity and the only accumulating
point is at infinity. The eigenvalues may be ordered,
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0 õ l 0 ° l1 ° l2 rrr.

The eigenvectors of such operators form an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space H,
and each eigenspace is a finite-dimensional subspace. Heuristically, e.g., in numerical
literature, it is always assumed for elliptic operators that the eigenvectors which
correspond to small eigenvalues are less oscillatory than those which correspond to
large eigenvalues and the number of oscillations increases as ln r ` . For example,
such statements typically form the basis for the heuristic justification of multigrid
methods. There are many other examples of theorems where this property is a subject
of consideration; see, e.g., [14]. Let us formulate a simple, general proposition captur-
ing this property for the purposes of this paper.

DEFINITION. Let S be a subspace of the Hilbert space H. We will say that the
subspace Vn of MRA is an e-approximating subspace for S if any function in S may
be approximated by functions from Vn with relative error e.

Let us denote by Sl the span of eigenvectors of T which correspond to all eigenvalues
lk , lk ° ll . Clearly,

S0 , S1 , S2 , rrr.

PROPOSITION. For any e there exists a monotone sequence kl ¢ 0, kl √ Z , such
that the subspaces Vkl

of the MRA,

Vk0
, Vk1

, Vk2
, rrr,

are each e-approximating subspaces for Sl .

The proof of this proposition is straightforward; since each Sl is finite-dimensional,
we need only approximate each function in the basis of Sl by a function in some
(sufficiently fine) space Vn to accuracy e. Since there are finitely many basis functions
we may choose a finest Vn to approximate all of them with relative error e.

In [23], a similar but stronger statement is made for a narrower class of operators;
in, e.g., [14] this topic is approached in terms of nodal lines of eigenfunctions.

As stated above, the proposition is quite meaningless for practical purposes. By
choosing a fine enough scale, we always may use the MRA to approximate any finite-
dimensional space to any accuracy e. The only point of the proposition is that the
MRA may be used to approximate the eigenspaces in a natural sequence, proceeding
from less oscillatory to more oscillatory. For practical purposes, however, we have
to construct the MRA very carefully if we want to achieve this property for the first
few scales that are involved. For example, it is clear that in order to have good
approximating properties, the basis functions of the MRA have to satisfy the boundary
conditions. For the same reasons, in choosing an MRA for equations where the coeffi-
cients have singularities it makes good sense to incorporate appropriate singularities
into the basis.

Let us now illustrate our approach by a simple example. Suppose that l ú 0 is an
eigenvalue and x an eigenvector of the self-adjoint positive definite operator Sj , x √
Vj and Qj/1x Å 0 (in other words, x √ Vj/1) . Then we have
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Sj x Å lx , (3.27)

and Qj/1x Å 0 implies that Pj/1x Å x , so that

TSj
x Å Pj/1SjPj/1x Å Pj/1Sj x Å Pj/1lx Å lx (3.28)

and

RSj
x Å TSj

x 0 B*Sj
A01

Sj
BSj

x

Å lx 0 B*Sj
A01

Sj
Qj/1SjPj/1x

Å lx 0 lB*Sj
A01

Sj
Qj/1x

Å lx . (3.29)

In other words, eigenvectors of Sj which are exactly represented on the subspace Vj/1

will be preserved (with the same eigenvalue) under the reduction step.
The condition Qj/1x Å 0 is certainly too stringent for a general elliptic operator.

However, the e-approximating property of the MRA guarantees that we can attain
\Qj/1x\ õ e if we consider the eigenvalue problem on a fine enough scale. If we
accept that eigenvectors x corresponding to small eigenvalues are not very oscillatory,
then the e-approximating property may be achieved by a relatively coarse scale in the
MRA. More precisely, we will show that if the MRA is chosen so that a set of
eigenvectors may be well approximated at some coarse scale, then, up to that scale,
the eigenvalues corresponding to these eigenvectors will not be significantly affected
by the reduction procedure.

Given the eigenvalue problem

SASj
BSj

B*Sj
TSj

DS d

s D Å lS d

s D , (3.30)

we use the same approach as in deriving (2.5) . Solving for d in terms of s and
assuming that (ASj

0 lI)01 exists, we obtain

(TSj
0 B*Sj

(ASj
0 lI)01BSj

)s Å ls . (3.31)

The existence of

G(l) Å (ASj
0 lI)01 (3.32)

is assured if we consider (3.31) for l smaller than the lower bound of ASj
.

Let us now consider approximations of the left-hand side of (3.31) and the accuracy
of solutions based on these approximations. We will use the following simple lemma:
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LEMMA 3.1. For a normal matrix M , if

Mx Å lx / j, (3.33)

then there exists an eigenvalue lM of M such that

Él 0 lMÉ °
\j\

\x\
. (3.34)

The proof of this lemma is straightforward. Let G Å M 0 lI ; then there is a
singular value s0 of G such that

s0 Å inf
\y \x0

(G*Gy , y)1/2

\y \
° \Gx\

\x\
Å \j\

\x\
. (3.35)

Since G is normal, it is diagonalizable by a unitary matrix Q . Therefore, the singular
values of G are given by the absolute values of its eigenvalues. Since at least one
singular value of G satisfies (3.35), the estimate (3.34) follows.

From (3.30) it is clear that

d Å 0G(l)BSj
s . (3.36)

Let us rewrite (3.31) as

TSj
s Å ls / B*Sj

d . (3.37)

Using

G(l) 0 G(0) Å lG(l)G(0) , (3.38)

where G(0) Å A01
Sj

, we obtain from (3.37)

(TSj
0 B*Sj

A01
Sj

BSj
)s Å ls / lB*Sj

A01
Sj

d , (3.39)

or

RSj
s Å ls / lB*Sj

A01
Sj

d . (3.40)

Applying (3.38) one more time, we obtain from (3.40)

RSj
s Å l(I / B*Sj

A02
Sj

BSj
)s / l 2B*Sj

A02
Sj

d . (3.41)

We approximate the eigenvalue problems in (3.37), (3.40), and (3.41) by

TSj
sÅ ls , (3.42)
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RSj
s Å ls , (3.43)

and

RSj
s Å l(I / B*Sj

A02
Sj

BSj
)s . (3.44)

The last equation gives rise to what we call the modified reduction procedure. As in
(3.43), we would like to iterate the modified reduction procedure over many scales
for (3.44) so that this form is preserved. To this end, we factor the operator I /
B*Sj

A02
Sj

BSj
by using the Cholesky decomposition and obtain

I / B*Sj
A02

Sj
BSj
Å LSj

L*Sj
. (3.45)

We rewrite (3.44) as

L01
Sj

RSj
(L*Sj

)01z Å lz , (3.46)

where

z Å L*Sj
s , (3.47)

and we define

YSj
Å L01

Sj
RSj

(L*Sj
)01 . (3.48)

The equations (3.45), (3.47), and (3.48) represent the modified reduction procedure.
The operator YSj

is self-adjoint and positive definite; to iterate the modified reduction
procedure we compute the A , B , and C blocks of the operator YSj

and obtain (3.44)
on the next scale. Note that in the modified reduction procedure we have to keep track
of the projections of the eigenvector since at each step they are modified via (3.47).

Let us now use Lemma 3.1 to estimate the accuracy of the approximations given
by (3.42), (3.43), and (3.44). The lemma allows us to use the size of the neglected
terms to bound the perturbation of the eigenvalues. For the term neglected in the
approximation of (3.37) given by (3.42), we have

\B*Sj
d \2 ° \BSj

\2\d \2 (3.49)

By introducing the spectral bounds of the operator ASj

m j
A \x\ 2 ° (ASj

x , x) ° M j
A \x\ 2 ,

we obtain for (3.43) the estimate

\lB*Sj
A01

Sj
d \2 °

l

m j
A

\BSj
\2\d \2 . (3.50)
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For the term neglected in (3.44), we follow the above considerations for the modified
reduction procedure. After multiplying by L01

Sj
on the left and substituting (3.47) in

(3.41), we have

YSj
z Å lz / l 2L01

Sj
B*Sj

A02
Sj

d , (3.51)

to which Lemma 3.1 may be applied. Let ZSj
Å I / B*Sj

A02
Sj

BSj
. The lower spectral

bound of ZSj
is clearly bounded below by one (since B*Sj

A02
Sj

BSj
is positive-definite) ,

and therefore \Z 01/2
Sj

\2 ° 1. Furthermore, there exists a unitary Q such that Z 1/2
Sj
Å

Q*LSj
, where LSj

is the Cholesky factor of ZSj
; thus L01

Sj
Å Z 01/2

Sj
Q* and

\L01
Sj

\2 ° \Z 01/2
Sj

\2 ° 1. (3.52)

This yields (from (3.51))

\l 2L01
Sj

B*Sj
A02

Sj
d \2 ° S l

m j
A
D2

\BSj
\2\d \2 . (3.53)

Lemma 3.1 in conjunction with (3.49), (3.50), (3.53) yields the following result:

THEOREM 3.6. Given an eigenvector x of Sj such that Sj x Å lx, \x\2 Å 1 , d Å
Qj/1x, and \d \ 2

2 ! 1
2 , there exist real lT , lR , and lY which solve (3.42) , (3.43) , and

(3.44) , respectively, such that

ÉlT 0 lÉ ° Cd \BSj
\2\d \2 (3.54)

ÉlR 0 lÉ ° Cd \BSj
\2\d \2 S l

m j
A
D (3.55)

ÉlY 0 lÉ ° Cd \BSj
\2\d \2 S l

m j
A
D2

, (3.56)

where 1 ° Cd °
√
2.

We may now identify two factors that affect the estimate, \d \2 and the ratio
l /m j

A . In order for \d \2 to be small, we have to assume that the eigenvector of the
problem in (3.30) has a small projection on the subspace Wj/1 . If the subspace Vj/1

is e-approximating for the subspace of eigenvectors, then \d \2 ° e and the perturbation
of the corresponding eigenvalues is small. The eigenvalue problem (3.42) is merely
the projection of the original eigenvalue problem to the next coarsest scale and reflects
the current practice in setting up eigenvalue problems. The estimate (3.49) simply
shows that it is safe to project the eigenvalue problem to a coarser scale as long as
the eigenvectors are represented on that scale to the desired accuracy.

The reduction and modified reduction procedures improve the eigenvalue estimate
with the additional factor l /m j

A . This ratio is small ( in a generic situation) since the
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TABLE 1
Condition Numbers and Lower Bounds for the A-Block of the Operator 0Çr(a(x, y)Ç)

on the Unit Square with Periodic Boundary Conditions

N k(Aj) mAj
k(Sj)

256 6.18 1.4577 1 103 1.16 1 102

1024 8.06 5.0363 1 103 6.26 1 102

2304 10.48 1.0043 1 104 1.53 1 103

4096 11.66 1.5948 1 104 2.86 1 103

5184 13.06 1.9077 1 104 3.66 1 103

Note. Here, N is the number of unknowns in the two-dimensional spatial grid. Multiwavelets with two
vanishing moments are used, and the coefficients a(x, y) are set to a(x, y) Å 2 / cos(16px)cos(16py),
which provides a moderate amount of oscillation in the coefficients. The condition number depends only
weakly on the scale, unlike the condition number of the original matrix (denoted as k(Sj)), which for
second-order elliptic operators scales as h02 (where h is the step-size of the discretization). Note that mAj

also scales as h02.

operator ASj
is typically well-conditioned (see Table 1) and captures the ‘‘high-

frequency’’ component of the operator Sj . Thus, for the lower-frequency modes with
smaller eigenvalues, we expect that m j

A @ l. We show later in numerical examples
that this factor makes a significant difference.

Of great importance is the fact that all of the considerations in this section are
independent of dimension; the guarantee of the e-approximating property in arbitrary
dimensions provides this. However, in higher dimensions the consideration of optimiz-
ing the MRA for a given operator becomes the chief practical difficulty.

Remark. In Section 3.3 we outlined an O(N) procedure for computing the reduced
operator to relative accuracy e. For small eigenvalues, however, it might be necessary
to maintain absolute rather than relative accuracy while performing the reduction.
This puts an additional computational burden on the reduction procedure in the case
of ill-conditioned operators.

In particular, if we compute AO Sj
and CO Sj

Å BH *Sj
to some absolute accuracy d, and

from this compute R*Sj
, it is clear (from (3.26)) that

\R *Sj
0 RSj

\ õ d\CO Sj
\. (3.57)

In the worst case, the eigenvalues of R*Sj
will approximate the eigenvalues of RSj

with
accuracy no better than d\CO Sj

\ (see, e.g., [16]) . For a typical second-order elliptic
operator S , the norms of each of the blocks ASj

and CSj
Å B*Sj

behave like O(h02
j )

(where hj is the step size of the discretization). Furthermore, in the Cholesky decompo-
sition, the norm of the lower triangular factor is equal to the square root of the norm
of the matrix. Therefore, if we compute the LU factorization defined in Section 3.3
to absolute accuracy d, then the resulting matrix R *Sj

approximates RSj
to absolute

accuracy dh01
j , as can easily be seen from (3.57).

In other words, to compute R*Sj
so that its eigenvalues approximate the small eigen-

values of RSj
with absolute accuracy e, it is necessary to compute the multiresolution
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LU decomposition with working precision erhj . For a given accuracy d, the bandwidth
m of matrices which satisfy (3.13) (or its two-dimensional analogue) is given by m
Ç d01/M , where M is the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet basis (see,
e.g., [3] for details) . Thus, as hj decreases (and the scale becomes finer) it is necessary
to keep a wider band in the LU decomposition. This thickening of the band as the
scale becomes finer means that for the purposes of eigenvalue computations with
fixed absolute accuracy, the reduction procedure is O(N 1/4/M) rather than O(N) .

This estimate is obtained if we choose the number of vanishing moments M based
on the desired accuracy e. A typical choice is M Ç 0log(e). With this choice we have
the bandwidth m Ç (eh02

j )1/M . For matrices with bandwidth m in n dimensions (where
n Å 1, 2) the multiresolution LU decomposition requires O(Nm2n) operations. But,
hj Å N01/n , so we see that the multiresolution LU decomposition requires O(NN4n /nM)
Å O(N1/4/M) operations to compute the matrix R*Sj

so that its eigenvalues approximate
the eigenvalues of RSj

to absolute accuracy e.

3.5. Hyperbolic and Parabolic Partial Differential Equations

This section outlines further work and explains the importance of the fact that the
reduction procedure preserves small eigenvalues of elliptic equations. In particular,
there are implications for solving hyperbolic and parabolic initial value problems. Let
us consider, for example, the differential equation

utt(x , t) / Su(x , t) Å 0, (3.58)

where S is a second-order elliptic operator with variable coefficients, supplemented
with some boundary conditions and the initial conditions

u(x , 0) Å g(x) , ut(x , t)ÉtÅ0 Å 0. (3.59)

This equation describes (for example) wave propagation in a medium with variable
velocity. Let us consider a problem where the velocity is changing very rapidly (one
may think of a highly stratified rock structure) but the initial condition g(x) has
relatively low wavenumbers, i.e., the wavelength of the initial condition is large
compared with the typical length over which the velocity changes. A space discretiza-
tion of this problem would typically require a step size smaller than the smallest
length over which the velocity changes, which may be prohibitively expensive in
practical applications. The key point of this section is that this difficulty may be
overcome by replacing S by the reduced operator on some scale.

Let us project S onto Vj and write, as usual, Sj Å PjSPj . We assume that the space
Vj has fine enough resolution to capture smallest features of the behavior of the
coefficients of S . Consider the eigenvalue problem

Sj£
j
n(x) Å l j

n£
j
n(x) , (3.60)

where £
j
n(x) satisfies the boundary conditions. The eigenvalues {l j

n} of Sj are all real
and positive, and we enumerate them in ascending order. The eigenvectors {£ j

n(x)}
of Sj form an orthonormal basis for Vj .
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We may therefore look for solutions of the equation

S ÌÌtD
2

u j( x , t) / Sju
j( x , t) Å 0 (3.61)

in the form

u j( x , t) Å ∑
n

(ancos(
√
l j

nt) / bnsin(
√
l j

nt))£ j
n(x) . (3.62)

Satisfying the initial conditions

u j( x , 0) Å g j( x) ,
Ì
Ìt

u j( x , t)ÉtÅ0 Å 0, (3.63)

we obtain

u j( x , t) Å ∑
n

ancos((l j
n)1/2t)£ j

n(x) , (3.64)

where the coefficients an are obtained from Pjg(x) Å g j( x) Å (
n

an£
j
n(x) .

We observe that there is no mixing between the eigenfunctions {£ j
n(x)} over time.

In particular, if g j( x) Å (
K

nÅ0
an£

j
n(x) , and Vj/k is an e-approximation of the span of

{£ j
n(x)} nÅK

nÅ0 , then we may approximate solutions of (3.61) projected onto Vj/k by
solutions of

S ÌÌtD
2

u j/k(x , t) / Rj/ku
j/k(x , t) Å 0, (3.65)

where Rj/k is the k-step reduction of Sj , with the initial conditions

u j/k(x , 0) Å g j/k(x) ,
Ì
Ìt

u j/k(x , t)ÉtÅ0 Å 0. (3.66)

Solving (3.65) on Vj/k is less expensive than solving (3.61) on Vj since in a
compact domain there are 2 dk-times as many degrees of freedom in Vj than in Vj/k ,
where d is the spatial dimension.

The considerations for the hyperbolic case above also apply in the parabolic case

ut(x , t) / Su(x , t) Å 0 (3.67)

(with boundary and initial conditions) . The situation for (3.67) is even more favor-
able. Namely, on Vj we may write the solution of (3.67) in the form

u j( x , t) Å ∑
n

ane
0l j

nt
£

j
n(x) , (3.68)
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FIG. 1. Relative error of eigenvalues of the coarse scale operators obtained by different methods
compared to the eigenvalues of the original operator.

where l j
n ú 0. Similar considerations as in the hyperbolic case apply. In addition, if

we are interested in the long-time solution (due to the factor e0l j
nt) , only those

eigenvectors corresponding to small eigenvalues will contribute, and we may replace
Sj by Rj/k regardless of which eigenvectors constitute the initial condition g(x) .

The efficiency of the reduction procedure in the hyperbolic and parabolic case
depends on the quality of the approximations of the eigenvectors of Sj by functions
in subspaces of the MRA. Since the eigenvectors of Sj satisfy the boundary conditions,
it is very important to use an MRA where the scaling functions on coarse scales
satisfy the same boundary conditions; further work is required in this direction.

Procedures for reduction of wave propagation models have been extensively studied
(see, e.g., [5]) , but most results are concerned with situations where there is a
preferred direction, thus enabling the use of methods suitable for ODEs. As far as we
know, no method has been proposed that addresses the problem where all directions
of wave propagation are allowed.

4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present preliminary results of numerical experiments. The goal
of these experiments is to study the influence of the number of vanishing moments
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FIG. 2. Relative error of eigenvalues of the one-dimensional example operator reduced over four
scales, using wavelets with 4, 8, and 12 vanishing moments.

of the wavelet bases and the effect of using different reduction procedures on the
preservation of small eigenvalues.

In our first example we consider the operator

S Å d

dx
a(x)

d

dx

on [0, 1] with periodic boundary conditions, and its discretization S0 Å DMDT , where D
is a fifth-order forward-difference approximation to the first derivative, M is a diagonal
matrix with uniform samples of a(x) on the diagonal, and the step size h Å 1

1024. Although
we could have computed the proper projection of this operator, we prefer to use the finite-
difference discretization in our experiments since we have in mind using our method as
a linear algebra tool and want to demonstrate the robustness of the method.

We examine eigenvalues of the reduced operators for an a(x) which is pseudo-
random (and hence highly oscillatory) . The first reduction technique is to simply
consider the T block of S0 on the coarse scale. The second is to use the reduced
operator RS0

(2.6) . Finally, we consider the modified reduced operator defined by
(3.46). Figure 1 compares the performance of these three techniques after one reduc-
tion step using compactly supported wavelets with 12 vanishing moments. Experiments
clearly show the advantages of using the reduced and modified reduced operators.
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FIG. 3. Relative error of eigenvalues of the one-dimensional example operator reduced via the modified
reduction procedure over four scales, using wavelets with 4, 8, and 12 vanishing moments.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we perform reduction over four scales so that the reduced matrix
is of size 64 1 64 (the original matrix is of size 1024 1 1024) and compare the 64
smallest eigenvalues of the original matrix with eigenvalues of the reduced 64 1 64
matrix. The three curves correspond to using compactly supported wavelets with
different numbers of vanishing moments. Figure 2 was obtained by using the reduced
operator RSj

after four steps of reduction. Figure 3 demonstrates the performance of
the modified reduction procedure. For some regimes of the spectrum, we observe that,
as expected, increasing the number of vanishing moments increases the accuracy of
the approximation.

Our second example illustrates some preliminary two-dimensional results. We con-
sider the operator S Å 0Çr(a(x , y)Ç) on the unit square with periodic boundary
conditions; we define a(x , y) Å 2 / cos(32px) . We discretize this operator in a
multiwavelet basis (see [1]) with two vanishing moments, on an interval grid of size
32 by 32. (This results in 4096 unknowns for the fine-scale problem.) Figure 4 shows
the relative error for the three techniques after one step of reduction, which reduces
the number of unknowns to 1024.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS

In this paper we discuss only the reduction problem and defer the discussion of the
connections between the classical and multiresolution approaches to homogenization
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FIG. 4. Relative error of eigenvalues of the operator 0Çr(2 / cos(32px))Ç using the three tech-
niques. Multiwavelets with two vanishing moments are used.

of elliptic PDEs to a future paper. The multiresolution strategy for homogenization
introduced in [4] and developed for systems of linear ordinary differential equations
is extendable as an effective approach to homogenization of linear partial differential
equations and we plan to develop it in detail.

Although we do not present complete results for multiple dimensions, our theoretical
results do not use any special properties of the one-dimensional problem. We point
out that an effective implementation of the reduction procedure in domains with
complicated boundaries does require finding practical constructions of wavelet bases
in such domains. A complete treatment of the two-dimensional problem requires a
separate paper due to the technical and practical issues involved.

Clearly, it is the reduction procedure that determines the practical applicability of
the multiresolution approach (sparsity, fast algorithms, preservation of form), and the
homogenization part serves more as an interpretation tool (although we do not want
to diminish its importance) . The connection established in this paper between the
reduction of elliptic operators and approximate preservation of their spectra is of
fundamental importance. Our results indicate that it might be possible to develop fast
algorithms to find small eigenvalues.

We note that the class of operators on which the reduction procedure can be per-
formed and for which sparsity is preserved is wider than the classes of operators
described in this paper but we leave this discussion for the future as well.

Eigenvalue problems for operators of the type (1.1) , where max a(x) /min a(x) is
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large, require special treatment since their eigenvectors have large derivatives in the
neighborhood where the above ratio is large. Since such operators represent interesting
physical phenomena in elasticity, this also presents an interesting problem for the
future.

Finally, the remarks in Section 3.5 appear to open a number of opportunities for
reduction and homogenization of hyperbolic and parabolic problems. These problems
present a separate subject matter with many practical applications.
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